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Dear kindred spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as
Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers
of our Lord Jesus. 

The new doctrine of Truth is reported to Jakob Lorber in a  non-mediumistic
way. This divine doctrine has existed for over 150 years in book form and was
taught nearly 2,000 years ago, to the students and the people of Jesus, in what
was then Palestine.  The  New Revelations  of  22-26  after  Chr.  were revealed
again in 1840 to the Austrian writing-servant- or Prophet Jakob Lorber, as once
happened with the  favorite  disciple  of  Jesus  -  John on Patmos -  who has
received “image apparitions" and those images went by to his eyes as if he
himself has been there. Lorber received his information not on inspiration, but
he was in full consciousness dictated by the Lord Jesus Himself. Lorber was
not a mystic - but he received his information from the Lord in his heart; So
there was nothing secretive or mysterious about this.

=======================================================

  INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION

mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com
http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/


Contacts and reactions

We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr.22.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:

================================================================

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed
in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed
and is naturally included in the subsequent publication

    Gerard

 - We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading-

================================================================

Important:

De stem van Bethanië – THE VOICE OF BETHANY – A Voz de Betânia:

English: September 2017, nr. 45 - A Voz de Betânia
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_4ac09a2e070845ee80bef37ef55438a1.pdf

Português: Setembro de 2017, nr. 45 - A Voz de Betânia
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_af5cb571e94b436eaa0f839415003ed5.pdf

http://jesus2030.de/cms/

================================================================

N.N. from Germany

http://jesus2030.de/cms/
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_af5cb571e94b436eaa0f839415003ed5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_4ac09a2e070845ee80bef37ef55438a1.pdf


Dear Gerard, I would like to correct your German texts. I was a German teacher at 
the gymnasium. Of course, I do not charge money for this.

Please contact me.

Kind regards,

N.N

* * *
Answer

Dear  N.N,

With pleasure, I have received your message. You have made me very happy with 
this. I was very worried about whether anyone would ever report for it. 

I asked God if he wanted to send me someone to help me with the German 
translation. And that is not quite so obvious. Thank you God and may rest many 
blessings upon your (our) work N.N! G.

====================================

Manuela from Portugal

Dear Gerard,

Greetings from our church to yours and all brothers and sisters in the Lord. We 
are sending with joy, our English Bulletin from August 2017. We want to thank you for
your kind words and fraternal gesture of referring  "The Voice of Bethany" in  
Portuguese, English and Spanish in your bulletins. We are going to do the same on
 our site, mentioning your beautiful Dutch website, plus another two: one from Italy 
and another one from Brazil, to join this way the  friends of  Jacob Lorber we know - 
inter-linking our common aim of spreading the Word and His teachings over the 
world.
God willing they will be on our site: www.refugiobetania.org next month.

May God guide and protect us all who love Him in spirit and in truth.
I'm sure that our Holy Father, the Lord of the impossible things, will find a way for you
to carry on with the wonderful work that you've been doing as He does with us.

God bless you deeply dear brother. You will be in our heart and prayers.

Your sister in the Lord,
Manuela 

* * *

http://www.refugiobetania.org/


Answer,

Dear Manuela,

Thank you for the praiseworthy words. We are very pleased that a mutual 
international interaction can take place. At least we have set the example and 
perhaps other Lorber friend communities, anywhere in the world, are following this.

I also read your bulletin. It is beautifully summarized in about 13 pages. I still do not 
manage to keep to the plus minus 16 pages of our bulletin, which I once promised to 
our readers. That would certainly increase the readability and intake.
However, it may be, I wish you a lot of strength in the "good works" of spreading the 
Jacob-Lorber-Teaching and the associated world communion with God's blessing.

All greeted in our Lord and Father,

Gerard

=============================

Hildegard  V.  from Germany

Dear Gerard

A girlfriend made me aware of the following text:

We carry the divine seed, thus the divine spark in our hearts. In the book of Karl 
Ledergerber, "Mit den Augen des Herzens" (1995, Biergheim) can be read e.g. (and 
freely formulated):

In our heart is a fifth chamber. It was announced by Dr. Hanish in the 1920s. This fifth
chamber in the heart that we all own is an airless cell, which represents a full vacuum
[an airless space].

The sky we know is only a cover for all our planets. In the universe, a vacuum is 
dominated thus an airless space. And so is it also in this cell of our heart.

Dr. Hanish manufactured a picture of this cell with a microscopic camera and 
increased it a million times. He discovered that there was an upright, adult, sexless 
human form in a completely youthful appearance in the heart chamber. He called this
heart chamber as the keyhole to the spiritual world.

Greetings with friends,

Hildegard

* * *



Answer

Hello dear Hildegard,

You have sent us a very special article. How special is this fact? Yes, that reminds 
me of humans as microcosm being. What we are in the small, we are also at large as
macrocosm being. Man is thus seen as a fivefold being, standing upright, with both 
hands spread. [For example, refer to Leonardo DA Vinci, who also pointed humans 
this way]

Rudolf Steiner already spoke about the so-called 'fifth chamber' of our hearts, as a 
new organ with which we can control the life force. This is an ethereal organ, which 
allows us to be aware of the "ethereal Christ". Bees already have a fifth heart 
chamber. The bee has its roots in the sun. The worker bee is a sun creature that 
lives on Earth, but carries the sun process. That's why it's totally focused on the 
rotation of the sun, which takes about 25 days. The worker bee lives in and through 
the solar powers that are hidden in the Earth's matrix. In Hebrew stands the "bee" for 
the WORD [and deed] and that Word is the Lord Himself. G

====================================

Albin P. from Slovenia

A beautiful painting on the church, in the village of Lovrencna Pohorju.

Greetings from Slovenia. 

Albin Podgrajsek 



Answer

Dear Albin,

This beautiful image on the church building in Lovrencna Pohorju reminds me of the 
giant Jonatha in Ostracine, who carried the Child Jesus on his arm when he was not 
so far away from the house of Joseph and Mary, Located in the part of the northern 
Egyptian city Ostracine, walked towards it, which took about 20 minutes.

I find it very special and remarkable that a country like Slovenia carries this image on 
her church ... Thanks for this picture! G.

=================================

Wilhelm E. from Germany

Hello Gerard,

Thank you for the August Bulletin. In that, Klaus Opitz writes that there are no 
analyzes of non-Christian religions in the New Revelations. At the link to the Earth, 
we find 25 pages of description by Jakob Lorber of non-Christian religions, which can



only give God-as-Jesus Christ, because with His omnipotence, as known, He 
certainly has not to fear the Heathens.

For the German speaking, the link to the Earth is easy to find under:

http://e-wi.info/pdf/Buch_5.pdf 

 Greetings to God, Wilhelm

* * *
Answer

Dear Wilhelm,

Nice that you have researched this. Perhaps Klaus will take a stand for this. The link 
you have indicated speaks for itself. You end every e-mail contact with: greetings to 
God, "which in some way amazes me a little. I do not know if this expression is 
common in Germany [although I have lived in Germany for almost 17 years], I would 
express this somewhat differently. G.

================================================================

The virtue and we
by Gerrid Setzer

In The Dresdner Town Hall, the walls of the town hall are decorated with 16 giant 
figures, composed of many sandstones and representing the various virtues. One 
sandstone figure means "the goodness".

There is a very well-known photo, taken in February 1945 of the air attacks on the 
city of Dresden. It shows the figures of the virtues, which look down on the 
completely devastated city of Dresden. Ironically! People want to honor the virtues, 
yet they still focus on the horrible events that completely contradict the "goodness".

With the virtue of 'goodness', it is with us people not so good anymore. “Most people 
will proclaim every one his own “goodness”; but a faithful man, who can still find 
him?” (Proverbs 20: 6)

But thank God we may know a good God, who also proved these virtues: when, the 
goodness and human love of our holy God appeared, He saved us, not by our works 
which we did in righteousness but only According to His mercy '. (Tit 3.4.5). [Bible:  
Proverbs 20,6; Titus 3,4.5]

http://e-wi.info/pdf/Buch_5.pdf


13 February 1945 – a view from the Town Hall in the city of Dresden.

 ==============================================================                             =

Apocalypse?

In the Easter night of the year 1200, Joachim Di Fiore saw with his prophetic eye, 
the undergoing of the Christianity, how the church of that period was, and which, as it
were, was rolled up at dawn.



What came after that, was that the abbot of Fiore had the science on his hand. 
Relying on a serious Bible study, but especially illuminated by the mystical knowledge
of the "last things" of eschatology, Joachim Di Fiore described the following:

He predicted in his time, eight hundred years ago, the disappearance of the 
Christianity. He had a special gift and he also had an entirely own theory about the 
'end of times'.

He wrote a comment on the Apocalypse, dividing the history into three major periods.

1. The era of the Old Testament was about the Father;
2. The era of the New Testament was about the Son;
3. The third and future era is about the Holy Spirit.

In this way, the idea of the trinity was connected with the thought of a Third Kingdom, 
which at the same time would be a Millennial Kingdom.

Joachim van Fiore believed that the world was at the threshold of a new Utopia, a 
"spiritual era" of reflection and asceticism, in which the monastic life might take a high
run.

The idea of a thousand-year Kingdom, which would be coming after the period of 
Christianity, had a long tradition in the history of Christianity.

In the Bible Book, The Revelation (20: 1-6) is already the first mentioning, "They 
came alive and reigned together with the Messiah for a thousand years. The 
other dead did not come alive until the thousand years passed.”

In 1966, someone received a vision in the Benedictine abbey Slangenburg of 
Doetinchem. Lying on the narrow bed of his monastery cell, he saw thousands 
of years passing through his mind's eye. Four thousand, two thousand, one 
thousand, so it was predestined in the Bible. The world was on the threshold of
a Millennial Kingdom after two thousand years of Christianity. There was a 
gathering of the mythical four millennia since the Garden of Eden. Paradise would 
return to Earth, the promised land would be very close.

"And yet that third kingdom will not be without the signs of both of the preceding 
signs, that is, a perfection of what was previously given for provisional reasons and 



therefore to be regarded as a spiritualization!

================================================================

What do I have for all your sacrifices?
What do I have for all your sacrifices? Says the Lord. I am saturated with the burnt 
offerings of your rams and the fat of your fattened calves.

I have no pleasure in the blood of bulls, lambs and goats. When you reach out your 
hands, I close My eyes to you.

Even if you multiply your prayers, I do not listen to you: your hands are full of blood ...

You rather learn to do good, do justice, help the oppressed, provide justice to the 
essence, and defend the widows. "[Isaiah 1: 11,15,17] 

================================================                            ================



U  F O ‘ S
       Imagination or Reality?

Emanuel Swedenborg, an 18th century scientist, had regular visionary powers and
came across various spheres - also on various planets [see booklet 'Earthballs'] - he
spoke with many spirits [called alien creatures by us] - Swedenborg spoke about
these encounters In a rather dry encyclopedic style like a free scientist. He visited
e.g. the planet Mercury. In our language, this has to do with the element 'mercury
silver', which is lightning fast. Now the theme of UFO activities appears to be current.
One suspects that alien creatures - like the UFOs - visited the Moon and the planet
Mars.

From Lorber we know, that these planets do not have a breathable atmosphere and
that 'astronomers' need to take oxygen if one wants to survive there for a short while.

It is also interesting that Swedenborg describes the Mercury inhabitants as creatures
who gather  their  information from someone else's memory.  (Heavenly Arcana,  n.
6811) -  The  special  group  'Mercurians'  had  a  great  knowledge  of  other  Solar
systems. The spirits of the mercury communicate at an enormous speed, which goes
far beyond our understanding. (Heavenly Arcana, n. 6812)

They have a certain habit  of  exploring [the scouts!]  to find out how other human
beings live in a different Universe, possibly built  further on that and expanding their
knowledge in this way. They are the collectors of what they know.



Swedenborg says that "what is often done in the spiritual world corresponds to what
one did in his earthly life!" In fact, Mercury inhabitants boast about their knowledge
and  are  far  and  generally  more  haughty  than  other  civilizations  of  other  Solar
systems. (Heavenly Arcana, n. 6813)

Nevertheless,  all  this  knowledge  seems  to  limit  them,  more  than  the  Earth's
inhabitants, who have a material approach. The Mercurius inhabitants see the Earth's
inhabitants as materialistic "primitive" bound creatures. The creatures of Mercury love
to Travel in the Universe to many solar systems and the possibilities for this are not
memorized. All this to collect as much knowledge as possible. They do not stay in
one place for a long time, but wander through the Universe to acquire knowledge
everywhere in the atmosphere of many Solar Worlds or Starsheavens.  (Heavenly
Arcana, n. 6925-26)

With this knowledge, the Mercury inhabitants form a GLOBE as it were. Because
they are able to project their thoughts on something - and it is there - and their speed
of  thought  is  faster  than  the  speed  of  light.  This  may  be  calmed  down  at  the
unprecedented speed of a UFO, who can just hang in the air without even falling
down and just being lost in sight.

Of course, there are more planets that are inhabited by the human race in the solar
system. Mercury inhabitants are aware that many universes are inhabited by human
beings throughout the Universe. (Heavenly Arcana, n. 6927).

Nowadays,  it  is  not  possible  to  deny that  UFOs actually  exist.  It's  not  a  fantasy
thought. There is even evidence provided by the NASA about the existence of UFOs.
These unidentified objects exist in the heaven.

The Bible and Jacob Lorber, however, do not describe anything about higher evolved
civilizations populated by a kind of humanoid system, and which, through interstellar
travels, honor us with their visits.

Psalm 115: 16: "Heaven is the Lord's heaven, but the earth He has given to the sons
of men."  The Earth is  the center  of  the universe in the field  of  intelligent  life.  In
Ephesians 6:12 we are seriously warned.

We must take up the armor of God "for we do not fight against flesh and blood, but
against the authorities, against the powers, against the world's rulers of the darkness
of this era, against the spiritual powers of evil in the heavenly regions."

You can treat it like a laughing matter. But the people who are exposed to UFOs and
aliens live for the rest of their life with psychological scars.



The enormous attention and interest in the occult and the paranormal in general and
UFOs in particular, is a feature of the end time. It is part of the great deception and
preparation for the Antichrist as described in the Bible. The many films about this
theme are here already, perhaps a small, but important part.

THE PROPHET EZEKIEL

And I looked, and behold, a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire
infolding itself; and a brightness was about it, and out of the midst thereof as the
color of amber, out of the midst of the fire. Also out of the midst thereof came the
likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance: they had the likeness
of a man. (Chapter.1:4,5)

Ephesians 2: 1-3 speaks about: "The powers of the skies", But what he means by
that, sure are no UFOs and Aliens!

The air vehicles also made noise, which is described as the sound of many waters,
or as the noise of cogs, or as a strong wind.

In Exodus 21: 6, 22: 8-9, 22:28, there is also talk about gods in the plural, see also
John 14: 2. Isaiah 31: 4-5 speaks of "flying birds", ". This, however, is meant by the
spiritual law in analogous relations.

Zechariah  5:  5-11  and  6:  1-8  speak  not  about  UFO  phenomena  and  such
interpretations are the thought of the world.

When Ezekiel stood at Chebar next to Nippur, a large cloud and a lot of wind came.
Glowing creatures appeared from the cloud, which looked on people, with hands and
legs, and with four faces and wings. There was a loud noise of their wings.  [Note:
This has nothing to do with UFO’]

Psalm 18 is wrongly related to it: verse 10 (18-11) And he carried on a cherub and
flew;  Yes,  He flew very quickly on the wings of  the wind.  Lorber talks about  the
"enemy of the skies" and the "lights."  Here too, something completely different  is
meant than the usual opinion. Because you cannot connect this with UFOs



The representatives of the UFO Theory connect the latter to the countless people
of all  kinds who saw unidentified objects [UFOs] in the sky,  which are commonly
referred to as flying saucers. They support their views on the following revelation of
the New Revelation and believe that alien people will be intervening in the chaos of
the present humanity: Jakob Lorber: "Now comes the time where I will open the view
to the Earth for the inhabitants of the larger planets and I Will make them clear to the
view of those who have searched for me and come to this earth. Then one will be
greatly moved, and this event will extend from Venus to even Urka, and then it will
happen that The powers of the heavens will be moved "and there will  be heard a
powerful  voice from all  sides to the inhabitants of  the Earth ..."  (JLwr.069) - Kurt
Eggenstein - Others interpret this message so that the Inhabitants of other celestial
bodies, will share a spiritual help the Earth people.

That  other  world  bodies  are  inhabited  by  humans,  according  to  the  multiple
statements of the New Revelations, there is no doubt. The Word of the Gospel about
this: "I still have many sheep who are not from this sheep stable, in fact, according to
the explanation of the New Revelation, Jesus has pronounced it much more precise,
apparently, a mutilation was apparent later. The full text reads:I still have many herds
who do not live in the sheep's stables, but who live there according to their nature on
countless many other Earth and world bodies, and all of them must be led into the
sheep's stable of the eternal life. " (Jl.spiritualsun1.061.09)

If the opponent can act as a light Angel, he is also able to manifest itself in arbitrary
appearances.  Including  numerous  UFO objects.  In  the  New Revelations  and the
Bible there is no word about UFO's. Nor is it about the material connections of the
star inhabitants with other stars or planets. Between heaven and earth,  there are
some  things  happening  that  are  not  from  God,  but  the  opponent  who  took  his



position. But everything that does not come from God should not be underestimated
or even relativised.

The  flying  objects  appear  in  multiple  and  flashing  lights,  and  float  motionless,
sometimes with  multiple  UFO formations at  the same time,  as luminous discs in
various colors as circular objects with a curved back shape.

UFO  objects  are  capable  of  forming  themselves,  but  they  are  also  able  to
dematerialize. These are not really material phenomena, but phenomena of the lower
spirit world. This is the world of the spirits and that is the world of the ether for our
concepts. Ether is the pre-existent antimatter '. However, it is still not a purely spiritual
thing, but it has more the same substance of the soul.

Highly sensitive people can often see half-etheric beings, such as cobalts, gnomes or
other ethereal forms. UFO phenomena also belong to this, though from a non-earth
dimension.  The  manifestations  about  Fátima  in  Portugal  from  1915-1917  were
apparently demonic signs. In the cave of Kis, Faustus saw strangely painted portraits
on the cave walls and he asked Jesus, who had made such paintings. Then Jesus
answered  the  Supreme  Court  Faustus,  that  these  were  also  the  works  of  His
opponent. [GGJ2-4 and 6]

In 1869, Catharina Adelma Vay described in the book, Spirit, Power, and Dust, "that
the demons have tried through electrical light phenomena to notice non-fallen spirits
and to awaken their curiosity.

The  book  of  Hans  Malik,  the  Baumeister  seiner  Welt  ',  describes:  The  demons
developed in the atmospheres to the borders of their empires the underworld, electric
light phenomena and a game with color variations.

In the midst of the electrical light effects, the demons are the driving cause behind
these phenomena.

In the Bible book Judas in the 6th text, it is described that even angels who fail to
observe their heavenly state should leave their place. The Lord remembers them until
the day of the great Justice, to be banned to the eternal darkness. Likewise, Peter 2
and  4  describe:  "The  angels  who  have  sinned!"  This  process  has  not  yet  been
completed until today and according to Jakob Lorber, it will last forever.

The  fact  that  this  is  taken  into  consideration  is  an  increased  risk.  Because  the
universe is full of poisonous spirits. Ephesians 6:12. Those faithful servants are my
opponent to spoil the people.

Demons are not inhabitants of other stars. The spiritual eye can decide a spiritual
energy spark also in a form.

And take the power of the will  into arbitrary forms: Bishop Martin 191-200. Lorber
writes about the light beings, whoever wants to exist in such lights and fire, must



already have all that light and fire in himself. " According to Max Seltmann, the sun
people are addressed as light beings. [Heimgefunden, page. 137, 143] - see also
Exodus 20: 5, 34: 7, Lev. 14:18 and Deut. 5: 9. In GGJ10-195: 7-11 is speaking of the
so-called alien. The images we get are not real.

On the moon are foot prints found of 13.5 cm. long. This corresponds to the science
of a six-year-old child with 95 cm. size. In GGJ7-58 paragraph 20-24, it is said that
the inhabitants of the moon are small,  gray,  human-like beings who, according to
their small size are sooner called goblins than humans. See also Earth and Moon,
Chapter  2.  This  is  about  half-material  beings,  which  one can find  entirely  with  a
'child's foot'.

The moon-inhabitants on the opposite side of the earth are not physical people, but
semi-material [Earth and Moon 1]. The moon-inhabitants breathe a gaseous ether
substance. [Earth and Moon 2.]

People on Earth are being misled by these mysterious phenomena. [See 2 Thess.2:
9-12, 1 Tim.4: 1-2 and 2 Tim.4: 3] 

Who cares subtly with the works of Jacob Lorber, can easily realize that numerous
celestial bodies are enclosed in a variety of settings, each with her own envelope or
atmosphere. Consequently, this results in a vastly different degree of the diversity of
the inhabitants of other stars in their different situations.

The scientific opinion, which in no way matched this declaration in the past, has been
fundamentally changed since several  years.  Today,  according to the statement of
NASA's scientific leader, Dr. Ernst Stahlinger, in the world space there are numerous
world bodies with good intelligence, finds far-reaching approval. In this respect, the
astronaut  Stahlinger  explains,  that  there  has  been  a  fundamental  change  about
earlier performances. [Source: 266]

To the extent that some messages of the New Revelations do not match the scientific
knowledge, as the previous case shows, there is no reason to doubt the truthfulness
of  the  New  Revelation.  Scientific  knowledge  increases  and  often  result  in  a
fundamental difference in opinion.

Sources:  http:  www.j-lorber.de/ke/6/n-apokal.htm#Ist with  help from aliens,  ..  -  Internet  detectives -
indicated sources of Jakob Lorber and Swedenborg. Further sources, see:.http://www.j-lorber.de] van G.
Gutemann. 

================================================================

WHAT YOU DO FOR THE POOR, THAT YOU ALSO DO FOR ME! 

                                                  (Greifenburg, op11.02.1845) - Aan Andr. H. W.

http://www.j-lorber.de/


(Greifenburg, on 11.02.1845) - To Andr. H. W.

[Received through Jacob Lorber in 1840 by Jesus]: My good Andr. H. W. What you
do for the poor and what you do with My servants, you do that directly to Me; For in
the poor I am poor in the world, and in My servants I live for all  of you as in the
fullness of the power of the Word from My eternal love and wisdom, which, although
in the world,  also binds poverty - and When and wherever she comes, the more
wealthy she is in the spirit of eternal love from Me!

Is this love also caught in the dungeons of the world, where the hard hearts are, she
still serves everyone to the salvation of the eternal death. And if this love is also poor
for the world, she still gives everyone everything. If she is despised and mocked, she
still  shares the great  honor  forever.  If  she is even killed by many,  she still  gives
everyone life. If she is torn and tortured to pieces, she still gives it all that she gives! -
For the cripples she gives that, what remains straight for the unequal the equal, for
uneven the even, for the bitter the sweet, for vinegar the best wine, for the night the
day - and so everywhere for the good,the bad and The noble for the un-noble!

If, however, love is giving all the good to the bad, what can you expect first, a giver of
the good, through this, by my love?! Therefore do my servant who has this love of Me
in himself,  what he wishes, and so your pay must be very great in this love of Me in
the servant forever, amen! - That speaks of eternal love, amen, amen, amen.

In  the  robe  of  poverty,  the  Lord  often
comes to his children  

Take care of everyone! Nobody is too small to you, no one too big, because in God's
Kingdom there is complete equality between all positions and all nations.

Only in the robe of poverty, the Lord often comes to His children on earth, but they do
not recognize Him because their conception of gods is already haughty [Heaven and
Hell- Robert Blum, Part 2-275: 15 and 276: 13] - Grifts of Heaven, Part 3 - Jakob
Lorber

================================================================

   



            Sirius
 An astronomical and natural scientific treatise 

by Christoph Schindler

[Editorial staff: an abridged version!]

This explanation owes its origin to the Bible text, Revelation 11:18, which expresses 
the fact that Jesus will destroy those who have ruined His Earth. They are the ones 
that can be seen as the civilization winners of our time since 1980 [the beginning of 
the extinction of the forest].

It is also those who, contrary to all reason and with self-responsibility have protested 
against the loss of jobs, although it was not at all about this state of affairs, but only 
about a maximum increase in profits, in order to increase their own power and 
influence, deprived of lower pleasure, and to make this happen.

The forces of heaven are shaken as Isaiah prophesied 500 years before Christ. The 
reason for this is the increasing global warming due to the nocturnal heat exchange 
to the atmosphere and the stratosphere. The earth is enveloped in the increasing 
mass of fine dust and carbon dioxide, and is therefore moving faster around the sun 
as well as around itself and this forces the forces of heaven to shake and forces 
Jesus to intervene before even worse things happen.

This was the intuition, which prompted me to work out this astronomical-physical 
treatise. Very revealing and interesting results have emerged:

What is our nearest Central Sun, around which our Planetary Sun is circling its 
course? The distance between the earth and the fixed star Sirius is 400,000 times the
average distance of the earth to the sun. This is what is stated in Volume 3, Chapter 
223, p. 478 of the Great Gospel of John. "If you can imagine the great distance of our
sun from the earth four hundred thousand times, you will have the possible distance 
our sun next fixed star. '

The great proportions of the celestial bodies are given in Volume 6, chapter 245, 
page 480 of the Great Gospel of John: "The earth is certainly not a small world-body, 
and the sun is just about a thousand times greater than the whole earth; but the 
nearest Central Sun is more than ten times a hundred thousand times larger than this
sun which illuminates our Earth. [Red: There are now many calculations ...!!] The 
diameter of the Sirius corresponds approximately to the distance of the earth to the 
sun, which is known as an astronomical unit (AE) with 149.6 million km.  



The moon, which has an average distance of 380,000 km from the Earth, runs an 
identical circular orbit of 2386,400 km in 2.592.000 seconds. For the undisturbed 
round of the Moon, the Earth requires about thirty-fold Moon velocity in its annual 
circulation around the Sun.

 

It is presumed that, as a result of increased solar radiation, the orbital velocity 
of the Earth in its orbit around the sun is increased or decreased.

The moon, which has an average distance of 380,000 km from the Earth, can only be
kept stable in its orbit around the Earth, with a double rotation speed. The Earth, on 
its part, needs about thirty times its Lunar velocity to travel the moon on its orbit 
around the sun. 

The question arises: What speed is required for the orbiting of our solar system 
around the fixed star Sirius? If we calculate the orbit of the earth around  Sirius with 
its orbital velocity around our sun, then its orbital distance is in km U1 = 
2ttxAxBxCxDxE [Red. Here technical Calculations!]

From this it follows that the circulating velocity of our solar system around the Central
Sun Sirius is about 2.5 times greater than the orbital velocity of our Earth around the 
sun, Sun and therefore approximately 75 km / Sec.



The distance of the Earth's solid star Sirius is indicated according to the “Grote van 
Dalen” 1965, with 8.8 light years. From this encyclopedia information, along with the 
indication of the distance of a light year of 9,4605 x 10_12 km, calculated here are 
the distance for 8.8 light years of 83.25 billion km.

The radius, that is, the distance from the Earth to the fixed star Sirius, is, according to
the received dictation of Jakob Lorber, 60.26 trillion km, or 6.41 light years.

It is suspected that the double star structure of the Sirius star under conditions may 
cause erroneous measurements, but it is very important to check this urgent 
question.

 Author: Dr. Christoph Schindler, Buchhaldenweg 9, - 72160 Horb-Mühringen

[Red. The full text of technical content can be obtained from Schindler]

================================================================

The WORD, the WISDOME and the LOVE 

All the books of Jakob Lorber and Swedenborg have an inner meaning and some 
sections in these divine works can, in a sense, enhance the inner meaning more or 
less.

One can also search the Bible in a useful way for the inner meaning. With the 
penetration into the inner meaning of the Bible and in the New Revelations by 
Emanuel Swedenborg, Jakob Lorber, one should make much more effort to do this. 
Because the best spirit is the love. The writings of Lorber and Swedenborg are 
written under the authority of the Lord. Lorber and Swedenborg seem to be 
connected with each other. The writings of both offer such a fullness that their texts 
are truly sufficient for an earthly human life.

Franz Kreuzwegerer from St. Pölten, has dedicated himself to collect, translate 
and indexing much of Swedenborg and Lorber for a great part of his life. He is 
a great Swedenborg and Lorberexpert! In 1998, he wrote: "Some Lorber 
experts say to Swedenborg's writings:" this is only wisdom, "and we must love
the love more and not stuffing yourself with the intellectually!" And so on. 
However, I would like to resist this short but powerful, what the Lord has said 
about Swedenborg and his works through Lorber:

The new Jerusalem through the Sphere of Swedenborg [SS 1, 16: 1-26] 

The Lord: "Our friendly friend has already been here; therefore, enter immediately 
into His sphere. This spirit you must also see again in his sphere and be guided by 
him a little. Also take note of what he shows you and what he will say, because from 
him some things will become clear to you which you have misunderstood so far; 



because he is a disciplined guide, and there is much wisdom in him from Me. The 
spirit just speaks to you: Come good brother according to the will of the Lord; I want 
to lead you in the realm of truth and in the kingdom of love! I am the spirit of 
Swedenborg; and with this you have seen everything that was seen and granted by 
the Lord in my sphere.

The Lord in BM 52: 1

'After these words, I leave Bishop Martin very suddenly. In my place, there is already 
another angelic spirit, namely that of the bookseller already known to us. The latter, 
on the other hand, made great progress on the side of Petri, for which, indeed, the 
reputation of Swedenborg's published writings had greatly promoted him. "

The Lord to Robert Blum in Heaven and Hell in RB 1-32: 10

'If, instead of Hegel, Strauss, Rousseau, and Voltaire, you would rather have studied 
the German Bible, Swedenborg, and similar German descent, you would know 
perfectly well how Paul is to be understood.'

The Lord to be an officer in Heaven and Hell in RB 2-254:

'Reading from the books of the wise Emanuel Swedenborg has been very helpful to 
you, because you have also transposed the things you have read into deeds. But 
these neither have read My Word nor what I have revealed Swedenborg about My 
Word, and therefore must be here as full newcomers. '

The Lord in Gifts from Heaven I, page 17-10: 11 about three questions:

'As far as Emanuel Swedenborg is concerned, the questioners are to try and 
see whether they can say such things without My wisdom. He was awakened 



by Me and led by My angels in all their wisdom from Me, according to the 
degrees of their love. And what he says is good and true.”

Gifts from Heaven I, page 99:14 Theorem of the Church

"Swedenborg has learned a great deal in Rome, which has helped him to open the 
doors to inner life a great deal; for he was someone who was able to obtain the 
essence from all of them, and actually took advantage of it.”

Gifts from Heaven II, pp. 53-21: From the glory of eternal love

The Lord: 'Swedenborg is true and good, and you can believe that. - But believe this 
too: love is exalted above all and is holy! Therefore, whoever has this has everything;
because he truly has Me. And behold, it is more than all prophets, all the apostles 
beside Peter and John, and so also more than Swedenborg. "

Franz Kreuzwegerer explains: "One thing we must always be aware of, even 
though we have received much of the inner meaning of the Word from the 
Lord: He continues to do so. He gives us the understanding of the inner 
meaning in the Bible and in the writings of Jakob Lorber, and at all that we 
recognize that the Bible, the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg and Jakob 
Lorber are God's words. In the end, he is the one who gives us the realization 
of knowing the truth for the sake of truth, so that we may then bring them to life
by deed, and become true children of the Lord.
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